Janneke van der Putten
[Portfolio, 2019] My practice involves
experiences of listening, performances,
sound and video, drawings, documentations in image, text, and textile, workshops, music projects, and creating platforms for cultural exchange.
jannekevanderputten.nl
soundcloud.com/jannekevanderputten
vimeo.com/jannekevanderputten
info@jannekevanderputten.nl
Engaging with specific sites and local
contexts, and through my personal experiences, I investigate (human) responses
to my surroundings, and their relation to
natural phenomena and transitions, such
as the sunrise. My voice is my main tool,
guiding me through physical and sonic
explorations in different landscapes. My
work moves away from the usual modern
parameters of amplification and synthesis,
focusing instead on the space’s and body’s
resonance in the here and now.
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Quand le Magma Rencontre
l’Eau
[acoustic performance, continous; drawing,
paper, pencil, ink, 103 x 126 cm; space with
window; 2019] Presented at Sommerfest,
Akademie Schloss Solitude, Stuttgart.
‘Quand le Lava Rencontre l’Eau’ (‘When
the Lava Meets the Water’) integrates
drawing, voice, choreography, the site’s
architecture and landscape view, the
acoustics and sunlight, and the wind entering through the open window. It presents a
continuous recreation of the world, where
the drawing is viewed in the instant of the
body and song’s movement, repeatedly and
a yet differently returning cycle. The drawing shows the river-siren Lorelei giving
birth to a river. Meeting the volcano’s lava,
a breath is created, and a new song.
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Photo: Frank Kleinbach, Akademie Schloss Solitude, Stuttgart.

Cycles: Overtones and
Glottis Attack
[acoustic performance, ±20’ to 35’; 2017
– 2019] Presented at a.o. Sommer in Stuttgart, Musik der Jahrhunderte, Stuttgart,
2019. soundcloud.com/jannekevanderputten/sets/solo-acoustic-voice
When Echo was changed into a stone her
calls reverberated in honour of her name,
and the trees shivered and responded with
their voices. And how do we relate to these
returns? The voice as an expression that
stands at the base of what defines us as
humans, and drags us back to our intuitive animal-like being. Returning to that
embedded knowledge is like walking into
a relentlessly unfolding horizon. Listening
is a way to immerse in one’s environment.
But as much as one inhales and exhales
- inspiring and extending - the walls are
with us.
They do vibrate too. It was not until I
performed in the underground vaults of
the Reina Sofía Museum, a former hospital, that I could imagine what the people
described in Foucault’s ‘Histoire de la folie’
were pulled into. It was not one’s inner
voices and secret tuning forks that hit the
cranium - instead those cellars spoke for
me, shadowed all that came out of my
mouth. Turning around myself in expanding circles, it wasn’t possible to point a
finger to the sound-source.
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Photo: Jonas Gruska, LOM, Bratislava, 2018.

Quitsato
[hand-embroidered textile, 160 x 60 cm,
metal tube, iron wire; 2017] Presented at
a.o. Quitsa, CINNNAMON, Rotterdam.
‘Quitsato’, meaning the Middle (Quitsa-) of
the World (-to), refers to the ecuator passing over the mountains near Quito, Ecuador. Acknowledging its geo-astronomical
significance, researcher Cristóbal Cobo
proposes a solar-oriented representation
of the world with the equator as central
vertical line, the East on top and the North
on the left side. The sun is the motor that
drives all of life, and as it rises in the East
everywhere on earth, it has been and continues to be an orientation point.
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Como un Caracol
[video, loop, 1’53”, digital film; 2017] Presented at Directed to the Sun, Quartier am
Hafen, Cologne; Quitsa, CINNNAMON,
Rotterdam. Work made with Daniel Pico.
‘Como un Caracol’ (‘As a Snail’) is filmed
at what can be considered the geo-astronomical capital of the world, the pre-Inca
observatory called Catequilla (around 800
AD). It is located exactly on the equator
near Quito, Ecuador. I was there, on the
day my grand-mother passed away. A red
woven belt, traditionally worn by women,
was dragged along the middle line of the
earth, as if it represents a connection with
the entire circumference of the world.
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Directed to the Sun
[video, stereo, 18’58”, audio and digital
film, 2015] Presented at a.o. Art City Tour,
Veinti4/Siete Galería, San José, 2018. Work
made with collective Aloardi, Richard Durand Roque, Maylis Diot and participants
of workshop ‘Voice and Space’.
vimeo.com/154963173
The solstice is a day in the year that posits
a point of no return: when time changes
direction and the days become shorter or
longer. On the solstice of 21 December
2014, I travelled to Chanquillo, the oldest
sun clock of the Americas, in the desert
near Casma, in the North of Lima, Peru.
Together with Collective Aloardi we made
an intervention in the landscape, by letting
the wind resonate with textile objects and
my singing voice.
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Photo: Janssen/Adriaans, TENT, Rotterdam, 2015.

All Begins With A:
inspired by the SUNRISE
[digital photographs, listening journal,
compositions, digital film: audio, stereo,
15’42’’, 2014] Presented at a.o. De l’île au
monde, Centre international d’art et du paysage, Ile de Vassivière, 2019. Video made
with Capucine Vever.
vimeo.com/126773348
All living beings experience the cyclic
movement of night transitioning to day,
and of day returning to night, as an existential rhythm. Humans have mirrored
this rhythm through the practice of walking or travelling in circles, embodying the
movements of the stars and celestial vault.
I have come to experience the breath,
and implicitly the expired vocal sound, as
the same kind of effortless cycle, without
intention – thus the relation between the
body, position, and cosmological elements
such as the sunrise are central to my artistic practice.
For one month I documented my daily
walking, listening and singing around
the island of Vassivière. Getting up for
the morning twilight, and the experience
of shorter and longer days, informs an
awareness of the cyclical nature of time
in relation to the Sun, the Earth, and the
Moon.
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Photo: Janssen/Adriaans, TENT, Rotterdam, 2015.

Paysage Fusillé
[installation: audio, mono, loop, 8”; loudspeaker; carpet; graphics on paper; map
with gun cartridges on plinth; 2014] Work
made with Michel Legris and Yannick at
Le Château, Centre international d’art et
du paysage, Île de Vassivière.
During my stay on Vassivière, I portrayed
the island in a number of interventions,
performances and sound explorations.
‘Paysage Fusillé’ originated whilst hearing the reverberations of a gunshot, fired
somewhere around the lake. Together with
a local hunter, Yannick, I explored the
island by night, whilst he released shots
from different positions on the island.
There were eighteen shots. Each position
provoked different echoes; their sounds
reflecting the contours of the landscape.
A visual translation of the echos in sonar
graphics was realised by Michel Legris,
professor in hydro-acoustics. He conducts
research of the lake, a valley which was
flooded in the 1940’s to serve for the production of hydro-electricity. The landscape
is burdened through human behaviour: a
shot landscape.
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Photo: Janssen/Adriaans, TENT, Rotterdam, 2015.
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Invisible Architecture
[installation: ‘Becoming-Siren’, digital
audio, stereo, 11’51”; 2 loudspeakers; tube
lamp; text; 2014] Work by Chrs Galarreta
(composition) and Janneke van der Putten (voice). Presented at All Begins With
A, TENT, Rotterdam, 2015.
chrsgalarretaprojects.bandcamp.com/
album/invisible-architecture-3
In this sound research the acoustic
properties of different sites are explored,
such as a lighthouse on the Vassivière
Island (2013), and the Maastunnel in
Rotterdam (2015). The resonance of the
sounds are reinforced, and create immersive acoustic effects. For the show All
Begins With A in TENT (2015), Galarreta
and van der Putten made an installation
that refers to the poetic text and music of
their LP publication ‘Invisible Architecture I’.
In the composition ‘BecomingSiren’ subtle acoustic phenomena of a
lighthouse were explored through its
surrounding sounds and the acoustic
reflections of the human voice. Resonant
frequencies and reverberations were emphasized and prolonged with the interaction of the human voice and the echo,
making recordings with unconventional
microphone techniques.
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Photos: Janssen/Adriaans and Koos Siep.
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Textile and Voice in the
landscape
[workshop, performance, 2019]
Commission by Haute école des arts du
Rhin, Mulhouse. Sound fragment of performance ‘Metamorphoses’, La Kunsthalle,
Mulhouse: 2’11’’ soundcloud.com/jannekevanderputten/workshop-voix-et-textile-dans?in=jannekevanderputten/sets/
audio-fragments-of-different-performances-and-compositions
‘Voice and textile in the landscape’ questions the notions of presence in spaces
and celebration of the living. Designed in
a collective approach, we use the voice,
fluid materials in textile (fabrics, thread,
tape), the listening, the acoustics, walking,
cosmological elements such as dawn and
night to experiment the relation with time
and space. After a theoretical introduction,
through multiple experiences (endurance,
perception, cyclical time, intuitive and
processual approaches), performances are
proposed in various urban and natural
sites around the city.
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Voice and Space
[workshop, performance, 2015 – 2018]
Presented at a.o. Physique(s) du Son,
Musée d’Art moderne et contemporain,
Strasbourg, 2018. Sound fragment: 3’32’’
soundcloud.com/jannekevanderputten/
workshop-voice-and-space?in=jannekevanderputten/sets/audio-fragments-of
-different-performances-and-compositions
In this workshop the participants explored the voice in relation to a spatial
experience, discovering the acoustics
and choreographical possibilities within
different architectures. Engaging in longer temporalities, loosing the notion of
chronological time, the group presented
a final performance in the entrance hall
of the museum. The distance between the
mirroring glass of the entrance hall and
the group of screamers grew as they slowly
approached us, the audience. It was a procession of people who walked backwards
like snails, a ship on departure sliding from
the beach, with her back to the patient sea.
All embracing the presence of ‘Le Penseur’,
in the very centre of this huge hallway, a
statue exemplifying the eye of the storm.
I have learned that Rodin was inspired by
‘La Divina Commedia’; indeed the event
recalled Dante’s gate of hell. We as listeners
were witnesses of a long journey through
the waiting hereafter.
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Photos: Tom Mays, Haute école des arts du Rhin, Strasbourg.

Landscape Acoustics
and Voice
[workshop, performance, 2014 – 2017]
Presented at a.o. Asimtria, Arequipa, 2014.
Video forest: 8’13’’ vimeo.com/100585448
Video beach: 3’06’’ youtu.be/PNh0Za5tGgI
Through listening sessions, a blind-folded
sound walk and public space interventions
we explore our senses and become more
aware of our own body, movements and
sounds. By walking, the acoustics of the
landscape and distances between the singers and listeners make different echoes audible in the environment, where the earth
relief modulates the sound. They explore
the distances between each other walking
and spread out. Until where can they hear
each other and communicate through their
echoes?
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Photo: Jari Ortwig, Quartier am Hafen, Cologne, 2017.
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Photo: Alexander Baan, Villa K, The Hague, 2018.

